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First recall the bordism relation for ditfeomorphisms introduced by Browder in [l] . Two orientation preserving diffeomorphisms hi: Mi + Mi of closed, oriented m-manifolds Mi(i = 0, 1) are bordant if there is an oriented bordism W between MO and MI and an orientation preserving diffeomorphism H: W -+ W such that HIMi = hi. The collection of bordism classes forms an abelian group A,,, under disjoint union. In [2] , after several partial results by Winkelnkemper [9] and Medrano 141, Kreck proved THEOREM (Kreck) .
A,,, = R, @ A,,,+, (odd m # 3)
where f2, is the bordism group of oriented manifolds and fi* is the kernel of the signature homomorphism.
The even dimensional calculations (m Z 2) were announced in [3] .
We extend this theorem to the case m It is well known that M bounds a compact, oriented, simply connected 4-manifold V. By connected summing with CP', if necessary, we may insure that the intersection form on H,(V) is odd.
Form the closed 4-manifold V U -V by identifying the boundaries of two copies of V by the diffeomorphism h. By Novikov additivity the signature of V U -V is zero, and SO it bounds a Smanifold P. Suger P to make it simply connected. Since M is bicollared in aP, we may view P as a relative bordism between V and itself, as indicated below.
-v
V
Since P is simply connected and V is connected, xi(P, V) = 0 (i = 0, 1). The proof of the relative h-cobordism theorem goes through up to the middle dimensions to cancel all 0, 1,4, and S-handles on P (compare p. 146 in 181).
The attaching maps of the 2-handles of P define a framed link Lo of circles in V. Surgery on LO in V using the given framing yields the 4-manifold W which separates the 2 and 3-handles of P. Similarly, the attaching maps of the dual 2-handles (inverted 3-handles) of P define a framed link L' in V. Surgery on L, also yields W. In particular, there are diffeomorphisms hi: V/Li + W (i = 0, 1) with h'-'ho]dV = h.
LO
As V is simply connected, surgery on a circle has the effect of connected summing with a 2-sphere bundle over the 2-sphere (see p. 135 in [7] ), thus increasing the rank of Hz(V) by two. It follows that LO and L' have the same number of components.
Since the intersection form on Hz(V) is odd, we can change the framing on any circle by an isotopy (see discussion on pp. 134-135 and Lemma 4 of [7] ). Thus there is a framed link L isotopic to both Lo and L,. where MA is the mapping torus of h, is an epimorphism by a result of Neumann [61. To show it is a monomorphism for odd m = 2k -1, choose an (m + 1)-manifold V with odd intersection form on f&(V) and with aV = M (M bounds), and an (m + 2)-manifold P with dP = V U -V (V U -V is cobordant to j%!fh, which bounds). Surgery below the middle dimens& as in [2,h15] gives (i) P and V are simply connected (ii) Ti(P, V) = 0 for i <k (iii) rk(P, V) --, T~-~(V> is the zero map.
The proof of the reIative h-cobordism theorem gives a handle-body structure for P relative to V with only k and (k + I)-handIes, and with the attaching (k -I)-spheres trivial. As the intersection form on f&(V) is odd, we may proceed exactly as in the proof above.
&ma& 2. Our proof shows somewhat more than the stated theorem, namely that an orientation preserving diiieomorphism of the boundary of a simply connected 4-manifold V with odd intersection form extends to V # r(S2 X S2) for some r. We simply arrange that the framing on each component of L (in the proof) is untwisted, giving #S' X S' after surgery. Remark 3. It follows from the proof of the theorem that any smooth map from a compact, oriented S-manifold Q to the circle which is a fiber bundle projection on aQ is bordant (relative to aQ) to a fiber bundle projection.
First pull back a regular value of the given map f: Q + S' to a 4-manifold V in Q. After a bordism of f (across appropriate 2-handles attached to Q x I along circles in V X 1 and (Q -V) x 1) we may assume that V and Q -V are simply connected and that V has an odd intersection form. Cutting Q open along V gives a simply connected j-manifold P which may be built on V using only 2 and 3-handles.
As in the proof of the theorem, we may assume that the attaching links Lo and Lr (for the 2-handles and the dual 2-handles of P) coincide as framed links.
Consider the collection S of 2-spheres in Q made up of the cores of the 2-handles and the dual 2-handles in P. Since the framings on Lo and L, match up, these 2-spheres have trivial normal bundles.
The reader may verify that surgery on S in Q yields a bundle over the circle. Extending f across the trace of this surgery gives the desired bordism. As in Remark 1, a similar proof may be given for Q of arbitrary odd dimension (cf. Theorem 3 in (21).
